WORLD T’AI CHI & QIGONG DAY – PATCHOGUE 2004: A DAY IN THE PARK
WTS Staff
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The morning could not have been more successful this year in Shorefront
Park! We were a bit concerned after it had rained throughout the night.
However, those clouds gave way to a gorgeous spring morning.
We had about 70 folk gather and play with our six different facilitators. It
did turn out to be a bit breezy off Patchogue Bay, but the view of the water
and the blue sky combined with all of the T'ai Chi and Qigong to make the
wind only a minor concern — unless you were standing next to the
welcome table and stuck with making sure the event programs and other
handouts did not blow away.
World T’ai Chi &
Qigong Day in
the Year of the
Monkey

Laoshi had a wonderful surprise when Mr. Phil White (philj200), a member of
the MSN T’ai Chi Club appeared. Says Laoshi, “Phil and I had some great
conversation, worked with some interesting folk, and played a jian (straight
sword) form together.”

Later in the day, Mr. White posted the following message on the
community’s discussion boards, “Tai Chi Day with Laurince was one of the most rewarding
mornings of my Tai Chi experience. There was so much sharing and fellowship in the air that it
was palpable.” He continues, “I urge everyone in the region who can attend next year, to do
themselves a favor and be there.”
The workshops were again varied this year. Laoshi led participants in our T’ai Chi Qigong stretch,
some of the Warming-up, and our standard Breathing Set. Bob Klein of the Tai-Chi-Chuan School
in Sound Beach worked his Zookinesis ® forms and worked with one of his senior students on
some Push Hands drills. Judith Budd-Walsh of Harmonious Movement in Port Jefferson Station
presented some Nei Kung exercises and reviewed the first third of the Yang-style long form.
David Alexander of Bellerose presented some detail work on various postures. Ron Rebhuhn of
Westbury led work on various Qigong sets, including his approach to the Primary Fragrance
(Xiang Gong) set. Spencer Gee of the Spencer Gee Wellness Corporation in Old Westbury
instructed participants in his T'ai Chi Workout sets. We were sad that Bill Donnelly from Green
Cloud Kung-Fu in Holbrook had to cancel his workshop due to a family
emergency.
Aside from the great weather, the numbers of participants, and the
time playing with Mr. White, Laoshi has been fond of telling of another
unfolding from the morning. He begins, “Two young women
approached me about a lost piece of jewelry.” He continues that they
had been looking and looking and looking to no avail. After getting a
description of the one-inch, feather-designed piece and an idea of
when it might have gone missing, Laoshi took three steps, bent over,
picked up the lost piece, and asked, "Is this it?" He finishes the tale,
“The joy of the moment, and one of the great joys of the morning, was
that I was able to add, ‘See what T'ai Chi and Qigong can do for you?’”

Laoshi and Mr. Phil
White playing the
straight sword
form.

All in all, the morning provided many opportunities for people to discover what T’ai Chi and
Qigong can do for them. The bonus, it didn’t matter if they were new to the arts or deep into
their study.
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